Toward Ab Initio Protein Folding: Inherent Secondary Structure Propensity of Short Peptides from the Bioinformatics and Quantum-Chemical Perspective.
By combining bioinformatics with quantum-chemical calculations, we attempt to address quantitatively some of the physical principles underlying protein folding. The former allowed us to identify tripeptide sequences in existing protein three-dimensional structures with a strong preference for either helical or extended structure. The selected representatives of pro-helical and pro-extended sequences were converted into "isolated" tripeptides-capped at N- and C-termini-and these were subjected to an extensive conformational sampling and geometry optimization (typically thousands to tens of thousands of conformers for each tripeptide). For each conformer, the QM(DFT-D3)/COSMO-RS free-energy value was then calculated, Gconf(solv). The Δ Gconf(solv) is expected to provide an objective, unbiased, and quantitatively accurate measure of the conformational preference of the particular tripeptide sequence. It has been shown that irrespective of the helical vs extended preferences of the selected tripeptide sequences in context of the protein, most of the low-energy conformers of isolated tripeptides prefer the R-helical structure. Nevertheless, pro-helical tripeptides show slightly stronger helix preference than their pro-extended counterparts. Furthermore, when the sampling is repeated in the presence of a partner tripeptide to mimic the situation in a β-sheet, pro-extended tripeptides (exemplified by the VIV) show a larger free-energy benefit than pro-helical tripeptides (exemplified by the EAM). This effect is even more pronounced in a hydrophobic solvent, which mimics the less polar parts of a protein. This is in line with our bioinformatic results showing that the majority of pro-extended tripeptides are hydrophobic. The preference for a specific secondary structure by the studied tripeptides is thus governed by the plasticity to adopt to its environment. In addition, we show that most of the "naturally occurring" conformations of tripeptide sequences, i.e., those found in existing three-dimensional protein structures, are within ∼10 kcal·mol-1 from their global minima. In summary, our "ab initio" data suggest that complex protein structures may start to emerge already at the level of their small oligopeptidic units, which is in line with a hierarchical nature of protein folding.